The Campbell  A clandestine spot in majestic Grand Central Terminal that dates to 1923, it’s a taste of old New York opulence with a swanky speakeasy ambiance with a storied past; it was once the quarters of financier/railroad exec John W Campbell. Today, it’s a sought-out cocktail bar, a perfect respite from the city sidewalks for a lunch nibble or evening snack. Sunday jazz is also a treat. Info: thecampbellnyc.com.

Zuma New York  Inspired by the informal, authentic and interactive style of Japanese dining, this midtown restaurant is a good fit for a solo meal of signature dishes like Black Miso Cod, Tuna Tataki—and small-batch sakes, too. And the Yukiwara Snow Aged Soy Sauce served here is revered. Info: zumanyc.com.

Café Lalo  Sip a cappuccino or cappuccino at this Upper West Side neighborhood cafe. With exposed brick walls it also served as a setting for You’ve Got Mail. You’ll be tempted by the more than 100 cakes, pies and desserts. Cheesecakes rule at Lalo. Info: cafelalo.com.

Del Frisco’s Grille  Brookfield Place  It’s almost rose season and the patio at this downtown steakhouse is a lovely, shady spot to sip an afternoon glass after a visit to the reflecting pools at the 9/11 Memorial and Museum and Battery Park. Nibble on deviled eggs or, if you enjoy a good steak, you’re covered. Info: delfriscosgrille.com.